
The sport of lacrosse is growing fast 
around the nation. What is the newest 
trend in lacrosse? Our portable press 
boxes (also known as DONKEYs.) They 
are equipped with built in storage 
and even a penalty bench… for your 
“more aggressive” players. However, 
we are here for all your lacrosse needs 
whether it is lacrosse goals, lacrosse 
nets or lacrosse backstop nets.
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Lacrosse Goals & Nets

  Don’t settle for cheap imitation goals... ours combines the assets of both 
aluminum and steel - offering one of the most durable lacrosse goals available

  6’ x 6’ regulation goal mouth (4’ x 4’ for indoor model) is welded into one piece 
and fabricated from 1.90” diameter structural aluminum extrusion

  Net Attachment System provides continuous positive net attachment along 
groundbars and goal mouth - no unsightly use of wrap-around tape or velcro

  Ground frame is made from two structurally-reinforced, steel flat bars that bolt 
together in the rear with a trapezoidal steel plate

  Vinyl-coated black base provides rust protection and all hardware is stainless steel

  Standard goal mouth is powder-coated orange; a white powder-coated goal 
mouth is available  upon request at no additional charge

  Official 6’ x 6’ white knotless nylon net (both 4mm or 6mm) - Indoor 4’ x 4’ net 
(4mm only) - all feature white nylon border for greater strength and durability

LG $1,900/pr.
LG-I (4’ x 4’ indoor) $1,595/pr.
LNP/4 (standard, 4mm, white)  $240/pr.
LNP/6 (premium, 6mm, white)  $300/pr.
LNP-I/4 (indoor, 4mm, white)  $280/pr.

Lacrosse Target Goal

  Scaled down version of our Lacrosse Goal  developed 
to help increase shooter accuracy

  Nominal dimensions 2’H x 2’W x 3’D

  Set up one, or many, for drills in practice

  Weighs only 30 lbs., so can be easily moved

LTG $575

Official Lacrosse Balls

  Made of durable rubber

  Meet NFHS and NCAA outdoor play specifications

OLB-W/12 (white)      $29/dz.
OLB-Y/12 (yellow)      $29/dz.
OLB-O/12 (orange)      $29/dz.
OLB-B/12 (blue)      $29/dz.
OLB-G/12 (fluorescent green) $46/dz.
OLB-P/12 (purple, not shown) $46/dz.

2’

Rollaway Goal Wheels

  Perfect for goals moved on a daily basis - just tilt 
and roll

  10” pneumatic tires mounted on 3/4” diameter  
stainless steel axle with all stainless hardware

  Stainless pull-pin allows wheel to be easily 
inserted or removed for storage

RW-LG (set of 4) $395

Lacrosse Goals, Nets & Balls

NEW! Portable Lacrosse Backstop

  Lacrosse balls shot on goal are a strong force that can hurt someone or cause 
property damage - so this system should help minimize these occurrences

  Slotted ground bar with net clips eliminates any balls from going under the net 
and provides stability to the system

  Fabricated of 2” square aluminum posts inserted into fabricated aluminum 
self-standing bases

  Angled bases create a 45 degree hexagonal layout to cut down on the trajectory 
of shots to help maximize stoppage, as well as providing even further stability 
to the system

  Synthetic UV-treated netting (1-1/2” sq. x 10’ high x 30’ long) has a 1/4” MFP 
rope border

  Optional vinyl sandbags (see page 61) provide additional stability

  Mill finish standard on posts and bases

  Custom powder-coating available for additional cost

PLB $950

AAE 
Extended 

8-Year
Limited 

Warranty



With popularity of our football goal posts, soccer 
goals and lacrosse goals swelling, field hockey goals 
were added to complete our goal line in the mid 70s. 
But we had to improve the design – so ours were the 
first offered with a bottom board cushioning system 
that substantially increased the life of our field hockey 
goals over competitors’ models. And we didn’t stop 
there because today you can even customize your 
bottomboards to compliment your school’s branding.
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Replacement Bottomboards available

Field Hockey Nets

  Made for both HS/NCAA and international style 
goals, 2.5 mm twisted poly and woven into  1-l/2” 
sq. mesh

  Official size - 7’ high, 12’ wide, 4’ deep

  Outdoor protective black coating applied for  
greater wear and durability

FHN-1  $210/pr.
FHN-FIH/G (green, int’l) $500/pr.
FHN-FIH/B (black, int’l) $650/pr.

Bottomboard Cushioning System

  Eliminates wear and tear from repetitive driving 
shots while also extending the life of custom decals

  Shock absorbing 2” polyethylene encased in 18 oz. 
black vinyl cover with velcro flap for quick 
attachment and removal

  Six 4’ long interchangeable pads, which are easy to 
carry and store, are included

BCS (set of 6)    $880

Practice Field Hockey Goal

  Mini version of our field hockey goal w/ inside 
dimensions: 3’H x 6’W x 2’D

  3/8” thick rubber surface is applied to rear ground 
bar to keep high impact area from wearing

  Tilt and Roll feature with dual heavy-duty rubber 
wheels

FHG-PG $755/ea.

International Field Hockey Goals
  Reinforced offset side stays w/ gussets & welded dual net attachment rings meet 

all International Field Hockey goal regulations

  Net Attachment System provides continuous positive net attachment and  
eliminates the unsightly use of wrap-around tape or velcro

  Front goal mouth (powder-coated white) and rear frame are heli-arc welded into 
a one-piece construction and bolted together with welded sidebars for maximum 
strength and stability

  Features 2” square structural aluminum extrusion with rounded outside safety 
corners - standard mill finish on goal frame 

  Optional powder-coating of entire frame in color of your choice available

  18” high synthetic black bottomboards bolt to a welded, reinforced aluminum 
framework with all stainless steel hardware

  Custom decals or wraps available for additional cost

  Pre-drilled to accept optional RW-FHG Rollaway Wheels with optional back bar 
for ease of moving - call for details

FHG-FIH $4,400/pr.
FHG-FIH-PC (powder-coating entire frame) $1,200/pr.
RW-FHG (set of 4) $395

HS/NCAA Field Hockey Goals
  Features our 2” square slotted structural aluminum extrusion with rounded 

outside safety corners

  Net Attachment System provides continuous positive net attachment and  
eliminates the unsightly use of wrap-around tape or velcro

  Front goal mouth (powder-coated white) and rear frame are heli-arc welded 
into a one-piece construction and bolted together with welded sidebars for 
maximum strength and stability

  18” high synthetic black bottomboards offer high impact resistance - won’t 
crack or splinter

  Boards bolt to a welded, reinforced aluminum framework with all stainless 
steel hardware

  Custom decals or wraps available for additional cost

  Pre-drilled to accept optional RW-FHG Rollaway Wheels

FHG $3,350/pr.
RW-FHG (set of 4) $395

Field Hockey Goals & Accessories

FHG-FIH-PC Model Shown in Red with 
Custom Wraps on Backboards /Sideboards

Optional
Back Bar

FHG Model Shown with Custom  Bottomboards

AAE 
Extended 

10-Year
Limited 

Warranty
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